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Director: Anant Mahadevan Producer:
Nikhil Panchamiya Music: Himesh
Reshammiya Starring: Shahid Kapoor
. Shahid is the son of Rishi Kapoor.
From childhood he was fascinated by
the theater and dreamed of
becoming an artist. Having received
an invitation to the theater school, he
decides to stay in his hometown. He
does not know that his father was
against his son becoming an actor
and he decided that Shahid is the
only son and he will get all the wealth
of the family. However, Rishi Kapoor
cannot forget about his son and he is
ready to give everything for him. He
decides to accept Shahid to the
theater school after he finds out that
his son did not receive a scholarship.
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Using variable to draw on screen in
native Android? I'm trying to draw on

a native android screen using a
variable. If I'm trying to draw a line

straight, I can do it just fine as
follows: protected void

onDraw(Canvas canvas) {
canvas.drawRect(new

Rect(100,100,200,200), green); }
However when I try to draw a line, I

keep getting a black rectangle: public
class GameSurface { private Rect

mLine; protected
GameSurface(Context context) {

mLine = new Rect(0, 0, 500, 500);
canvas = context.getWindow().getDe
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corView().lockCanvas();
canvas.drawRect(mLine, green);
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